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AL MOULAISON ISN’T AN ACTUAL COWBOY, but you 
wouldn’t know it by looking at him and the chuck wagon he’s 
leaning against. Moulaison, though, says he is something of a 
cowpoke “in spirit.” 

His love of the cowboy lifestyle started when he was in grade 
school, when he watched old Western movies and began wearing 
his trademark denim, boots and cowboy hat. “Now,” he con�dently 
chuckles, “here I am, 53 years old, and I’m si�ing wearing the same 
thing. Still dreaming of that cowboy way of life.” 

Today, Moulaison lives in Bracebridge, Ontario�a 
predominantly vacation community about two hours north of 
Toronto�on 40 acres and operates a variety of businesses with 
his wife, Wendie. Among them is Flying Star Antiques, a store 

where that chuck wagon serves as a sort of centerpiece. Like 
cowboy culture, Moulaison says he loves the history of the wagon 
and how it was a centerpiece of another sort during the ca�le 
drives back in the day. 

Having had a knack for making things with his hands since he 
was a kid, Moulaison built everything on the wagon except for the 
undercarriage, which is a Massey-Harris model from around 1890. 
While constructing the rest of the wagon, Moulaison says it gave 
him all the more respect for how cowboys of the era lived�how 
hard the work was, and how long the drives were across open 
landscape. “I’d loved to have lived in those days,” he says, then 
chuckles again. “Probably not really when you get down to it, but it 
is a romantic sort of notion.” � Richard Banks and Gilda V. Bryant

Interested in learning more about cowboy culture? Check out our primer on chuck wagon etiquette at myFarmLife.com/chuckwagon.
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How a rebuilt 
chuck wagon is 
a tip of the hat 
to the cowboy 
lifestyle.
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